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M/s. Mohak Enterprise, having their office at 203, Anurag Commercial Centre,
Opp. Bombay Shopping Centre, Race Course Circle, Vadodara-390007 (referred to as
the "Customs Broker" for the sake of brevity), is a Customs Broker holding License No.
CHA/AMD/R/03/2018 (AVLPS22OBO) issued on 06.12.2018 (and valid upto 1'1.04.2028)

by the Principal Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad Commissionerate under the

of Regulation 7 of Custom Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2018 CCBLR,
2018' for the sake of brevity) for transacting Customs Broker business within the
provisions

jurisdiction of Customs Ahmedabad Commissionerate.

2.

An Offence Report was received from the Additional Commissioner (Preventive)

Headquarters, Customs, Ahmedabad vide F.No. CusiSllB/SZRE1137l2020-Prev dated
18.08.2021 (received in this office on 25.08.2021) outlining the role of Customs Broker
in the case booked against Mis. Zeta Exports, Maharashtra for overvaluation and mis-

declaration

of various items like electrical capacitors, metal washers at Air

Cargo

Complex, Customs, Ahmedabad.

3. lt has been brought out that based on the specific intelligence
Headquarters, Preventive Customs, Ahmedabad,

gathered by

a case of overvaluation and mis-

declaration of various items like electrical capacitors, metal washers etc, which were
attempted to be exported by M/s. Zeta Exports, Room No. 10, Khanolkar Lane, Hill

Road, Near Mukta Devi Temple, Sion, Maharashtra-400022 via Air Cargo Complex,
Customs, Old Airport, Ahmedabad was booked under the Customs Act, 1962.

4.

Based

on the

intelligence,

a

team of officers

of

Customs Ahmedabad

Commissionerate visited Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad and identified a total of 50

boxes of export cargo covered under 50 Shipping bills filed by M/s. Zeta Exports.
Examination of the export cargo which was packed in the said 50 boxes was carried out

under Panchnama dated 22.06.2020 and 23.06.2020 in the presence of two
independent panchas and Shri Sumit A Jha, 'G' Card Holder of Customs Broker, M/s.
Mohak Enterprise, Ahmedabad representing the exporter M/s. Zeta Exports and Shri

Satish Mansalbhai Patel, AGM

-

operation, GSEC, Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad

(Custodian)

5.

During the Panchnama proceedings,

it

was found that the exporter

had

mentioned 'Electrical Capacitors, lnterchangeable parts of hand tools, tools for tapping

metal & tools for stamping & punching'as the description

of

goods in their Shipping

Bills. However, on physical verification of the goods, it was found that each box
contained only two types of items and each piece was packed in small plastic bag. To

ascertain the actual description and value of the goods covered under these 50
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consignments,CharteredEngineerShriBhaskarBhattofB.G.Bhatt&Co.wascalled
and value of the
upon and requested to give expert opinion about the actual description

exportgoodsinrespectofthesaid50consignments.ASperValuationCertificatedated
value of goods for all
10.08.2020 of chartered Engineer, Shri Bhaskar Bhatt, the total
,1
Three Thousand Three
the Shipping Bills was Rs. ,63,370.25l- (Rupees one lakh Sixty
value as per
Hundred seventy and paisa Twenty five only) whereas the total declared
Rs. 4,64,15,4751- (Rupees Four crores sixty Four Lakhs Fifteen

Tax lnvoice was

to
Thousands Four Hundred seventy Five only) which clearly shows a huge difference
the tune of Rs' 4,62,52,105/. (Rupees Four Crores Sixty two lakhs fifty two thousand
Exports
one hundred and five only). lt, therefore, appears that the exporter M/s. Zeta
had resorted to gross overvaluation to the tune of Rs.4,62,52,105/- (Rupees Four
of
crores Sixty Two Lakhs Fifty two Thousand one Hundred Five only) i.e.284 times
and
the fair value of the goods, in order to take benefits of higher lntegrated Goods
Service Tax (IGST) Refund.

6.

ln view of the above, a search was conducted at the premises of M/s. Zeta

Devi
Exports, having address at Room No. 10, Khanolkar Lane, Hill Road, Near Mukta

Temple,sion,Maharashtra-400022byM&PwingofCustoms,Mumbaiunder
panchnama dated 24.06.2020. However, on reaching the said address it was learnt that
no firm by the name of Mis. Zeta Exports existed at the said address. The address
inhabited
mentioned was a small chawl comprising one room ad-measuring 10X12 feet

byShriSandeshD.Khamkar,whoworksasaloader,andhismother,MrsDipaliD
found.
Khamkar. During the search, no documents related to M/s. Zeta Exports were

Statement of Shri sandesh D. Khamkar was recorded on 25.06.2020 under
section 108 of the customs Act, 1962 wherein he submifted that he did not have any

7.

business,and,beingapoorperson,heusedtoworkasahousekeepingpersonat
a rationlng
Doordarshan, but due to lock down the same was closed and he worked at
he
shop/vehicle. ln connection with M/s. zeta Exports and Mis. Mohak Enterprise,
submitted that he had heard the names for the first time and was in no way connected
Bank
to the same. He further denied having any account at Bhat Bazar Branch of Union

of lndia, Ahmedabad and also denied helping anyone to open the account in the said
bank under the name of M/s. Zeta Exports. He submitted that he has only one bank
account and the same was a savings Account with chembur Nagrik Sahkari Bank
Limited

8.

statement of shri sumit A. Jha, G Card Holder of M/s. Mohak Enterprise,
Ahmedabad was recorded under Section 10B of the customs Act, 1962 wherein he
deposed that M/s Zeta Exports was introduced to him by shri Sunil Jha, employee of
Mis. Samudra Marine Pvt. Ltd., Customs Broker, who was known to him since long. He

P^oe

i

1,

further submitted that in the month of lt/ay and June, he filed a total of 125 Shipping

Bills of Mis Zeta Exports and he was present during the examination of the cargo;
regarding high value of the electrical capacitors and the metal washers, he stated that

he had asked the exporter, who gave him the tax invoice/ purchase invoice and said
that they were not taking any benefit from the government like Drawback and MEIS. On

being asked whether he had any doubts that something was wrong in these
Shipping Bills as the consignor and consignee was the same in all the earlier 75
consignments and in the present 50 consignments as well, he stated that he had
asked Shri Sunil Jha as to why the exporter was filing different Shipping bills
instead of one Shipping bill for the whole consignment, to which Shri Sunil Jha
informed that they were getting Agency charges per Shipping bill and the Exporter was

getting individual order. On being asked whether he had spoken to the Exporter M/s.

Zeta Exports, he stated that he had spoken to one Shri S.S.Ameer who was handling
finance and other documents of the said firm and denied knowing any Sandesh

D

Khamkar, Proprietor of M/s Zeta Exports. He also submitted that Shri Sunil Jha had
given him the work of M/s Hallway lnternational also and had filed 15 Shipping Bills for
the said exporter.

9. Statement of Shri Sunil Kumar Jha holding G Card No. 185/18 of M/s Samudra
Marines Pvt Ltd was recorded on 13.08.2020 under section 108 of the Customs Act,
1962 wherein he deposed that M/s Zeta Exports came in contact with him through Shri

Aman Garg, lnspector. He submitted that Shri Aman Garg gave him the copy of the
invoice which he forwarded

to Shri Sumit A Jha, G Card Holder of M/s

Mohak

Enterprise; that he did not take the work as he would not have got any commission for
the work from his office and if the work was handed over to Shri Sumit A Jha, he would
have earned some commission from him; that all KYC documents were given to him by

a person from Mumbai whose number he did not remember. He stated that he was
asked by Shri Aman Garg, lnspector to do the work in the month of May 2020; that on
being asked as to how he was in contact with Shri Aman Garg, he stated that he had

talked to him

2 to 4 times on phone and had

received messages from him on

WhatsApp, asking whether he would do the work for him, to which he had replied that if

the work was good he would do it. After that he always used to talk in person to him as
he asked Sunil Jha to meet and talk to him in person. He submitted that an amount of
Rs. 50,000i- was transferred to his account in HDFC in the month of May, 2020. From
the said Rs. 50,000/- he gave Rs. 45,0001 to Shri Sumit A Jha and retained Rs. 5,000/-

with him. He stated that he was given the work of M/s Zeta Exports and M/s Hallway
International, both of which, he had given to Shri Sumit A Jha to handle. He further
denied receiving any commission from Shri Aman Garg or Shri Sumit A Jha.
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.lo.

statement of shri sumit A Jha was recorded under section 108 0f the customs
given by him on
Act, 1962 on 27.08.2020. He agreed and confirmed to the statement
had come
lo.o7.2o2}. On being asked once again, he stated that M/s. Zeta Exports
submitted
through Shri sunil Jha of M/ s Samudra Marine Services Pvt Ltd. He further
GSEC or
that all other matters as to where the goods were to be unloaded, whether in
cSC, were informed to him by Shri Aman Garg, lnspector at Air cargo complex. He

to be
stated that shri Aman Garg used to inform him on which flight the cargo has
booked, whether Emirates or spice Jet. He stated that he used to get the check-list
confirmed on mail from Shri s.S.Ameer of Mumbai and also met him on two occasions
to three
only. He stated that Shri Sunil Jha told him that he had met Shri S.S Ameer two
He also denied that shri sunil Jha had paid him anything till date. He further

times.

way
submitted that he also handled the work of M/s Hallway lnternational, in the same
as for M/s Zeta Exports, as told by shri Aman Garg, lnspector. He also submitted

shri
screenshot of whatsApp message made with Shri Aman Garg, Shri sunil Jha and
S.S.Ameer.

11.

Further statement

of shri sumit A Jha was recorded on 20.11.2020

under

Section l0B of the Customs Act, 1962 wherein he interalia stated that he agreed and
confirmed to the statement given by him on 27.08.2021; that he brought the mobile

handsetVivo 1803 with lMEl 1869511045457096 & lMEl 2 869511045457088 used by
Shri
him to talk and chat with Shri Aman Garg, Shri S.S.Ameer of M/s. Zeta Exports and

sunil Jha. on being asked to explain the whatsApp chat with Shri Aman Garg of
28.05.2020 "i.e...sir 30 number aaya hai sab rms mai hai" "kal 30 aaye ga" he explained
that it was regarding 30 shipping Bills filed in the name of M/s. Zeta Exports at Air

cargo complex, Ahmedabad and the next day another 30 shipping Bills would be filed
this to
in the name of M/s.Zeta Exports at Air cargo complex, Ahmedabad. He informed
Shri Aman Garg because Shri Aman Garg had told him over WhatsApp call on
28.05.2020 to file all 60 shipping bills of Mis Zeta Exports that day only. shri sumitA
Jha also stated that Shri Aman Garg used to give instructions to book godown. He

submitted that Shri S.s.Ameer informed him that cargo was coming and asked him to
per
inform the same to shri Aman Garg. The rate of washer was mentioned as Rs. 478
piece and rate of capacitor was mentioned at Rs. 500 per piece. shri s.s.Ameer asked
him to forward the pictures and rate to Shri Aman Garg. Accordingly, he sent whatsApp

message to shri Aman Garg.

on being asked

about the Agency charges and other

charges related to export of cargo of M/s. Zeta Exports, he stated that all these charges
were to be collected from shri Aman Garg. Accordingly, he requested shri Aman Gag to
arrange Rs. 3,00,000 (Rs. Three Lakhs only) in his WhatsApp chat dated 27.06.2020.

of Shri Sumit A.Jha was recorded on 07.12.2020 wherein he
interalia agreed and confirmed his statement dated 20.11.2020. He submitted that
'12. Further, statement
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commercial invoice and packing list were delivered to him by the driver who brought the

cargo meant for export. He also submitted that the controlling person in both the firms,

M/s. Zeta Exports and M/s Hallway lnternational, is Shri S.S.Ameer. He voluntarily
submitted his mobile handset, a Vivo 1803 (without sim card and memory card), used
by him for his day to day work and to talk and use WhatsApp application which contains

WhatsApp chats he had with Shri Aman Garg, Shri S.S.Ameer of M/s.Zeta Exports &
Shri Sunil Jha, in connection with M/ s. Zeta Exports of Mumbai, for further inquiry of the
case against M/s. Zeta Exports.
'13. Summon was issued

to Shri Aman Garg at his address as per office records

in

Ahmedabad viz. N 202, Green City Apartment, Nr. Swaminarayan Temple, Niraynagar,

Ahmedabad

for his appearance on

12.11.2020.

The said summon was returned

undelivered from the postal authority with remark "|eft". Therefore, another summon was
issued to Shri Aman Garg at his permanent address, as per office records, in Delhi. ln

response

to the said summon, Shri Aman Garg did not appear at

Customs,

a letter stating that his wife was infected with
COVID 19 and therefore, he was unable to come to Ahmedabad. However, the
Headquarters Ahmedabad and sent

certificate evidencing that his wife was COVID 19 positive was not attached. Further,

summon was issued
Ahmedabad on

21

to Shri Aman Garg, for his appearance in Custom House

.12.2020 and to produce the documents mentioned in the summon.

He did not appear on

21

12.2020 as well, and sent an email dated 21.12.2020 stating

that present circumstances did not allow him to come in person and forwarded only a
Bank statement. He did not submit the sanction letter of the Department for leave,
Medical certificate and Test report of his wife's illness and other relevant documents.
Therefore, it appeared that Shri Aman Garg was evading the appearance before the
lnvestigating Officer of Customs, Ahmedabad.

14.

Consequent upon completion of the investigation a Show Cause Notice dated

28.12.2020 was issued by Joint Commissioner (Preventive), Customs, Ahmedabad,
copy already available with the Customs Broker.

15.

ln view of the above, considering the acts of omission and commission on the

part of Shri Sumit

A Jha, G-Card Holder of the Custom

Enterprise, Ahmedabad, Customs Broker had misused

Broker and M/s. Mohak

their position/role; had acted in

contravention of the provisions of CBLR, 2018 by way of facilitating M/s. Zeta Exports
for attempting to export various items like electrical capacitors , metal washers from Air

Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad, resorting

to gross

overvaluation

as well as

mis-

declaration in the actual quantity with an intent to avail undue benefits like IGST Refund

of duty paid on higher value of the said goods. Therefore, the said Customs Broker
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appeared

to have failed to comply with the statutory obligations as prescribed in

Regulation 1o(d), 10(n) and sub-Regulation 12 of Regulation 13 of the CBLR, 2018

16.

lt is useful to refer to the relevant text of CBLR, 2018, reproduced as under:

his ctient to compty with the provisions of the Act, other
allied Acts and the rules and regulations thereof, and in case of non-compliance, shall
bing the matter to the notice of the Deputy Commissioner of Customs or Assrsfanl

Regulation

10(d) "advise

Commissioner of Customs, as lhe case may be',"

Regulation 10(nl "venty correcfness of lmporter Exporter code (IEC) number, Goods
and Services Tax ldentification Number (GSTIN),identity of his client and functioning of
his client at the dectared address by using reliable, independent, authentic documents,

data or information,"

ol Regulation '13 -

"the cusfoms Broker shall exercise such
supervision as may be necessary to ensure proper conduct of his employees in the
transaction of busrness and he shatt be held responsible for all acts or omlssions of h,s

sub-Regulation 12

employee s dui ng the ir e m ployment. "

17.

ln view of the facts and circumstances of the case as mentioned hereinabove, it
appeared that the Customs Broker had failed to fulfil their statutory obligation and had

thereby violated the provisions

of GBLR,2018 and thus, M/s. Mohak Enterprise,

Ahmedabad appeared to be liable for their acts of omission and commission leading to
violation of Regulation 10(d), 1O(n) and sub regulation 12 of Regulation 13 of the CBLR'
2018.

18. ln view of the facts stated above, the customs Broker Licence No.
CHA/AMD/R/03/2018 (AVLPS2208Q) issued on 06.12.2018 (and valid upto
11.04.2028), by the Principal commissioner of customs, Ahmedabad commissionerate

under the provisions of Regulation

7 of CBLR, 2018 was placed under

suspension as per Regulation 16(1)

immediate

of CBLR, 2018 vide Suspension order

dated

03.11.2021

19.

ln exercise of powers conferred under Regulaton 16(2) of CBLR, 2018 a post
decisional hearing was fixed on 17.11.2021 to the Customs Broker viz. M/s' Mohak
Enterprise, Ahmedabad. However, vide letter dated 8.11.2021, the Customs Broker

requested for

an early Personal Hearing, which was accordingly granted by

the

undersigned tor 1 0.1 1 .2021.
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Defense Submission:

20.

M/s. Mohak Enterprise vide letter dated 10.11.2021 submitted a representation to

the Suspension Order dated 03.11.2021 wherein they submitted as under:

a

That no instance other than the one in dispute is alleged against them. They are
the victim of fraud perpetrated without any knowledge, consent or involvement on
their part or on part of their G card holder.

a

That due diligence and precautions were undertaken and verification of KYC as
required under various CBEC Circulars was carried out.

That they request to reconsider the decision of suspending their license and
dropping of all other penal actions against them.
a

That they had undertaken all formalities and had even insisted on producing
purchase invoice of the goods which were traded for export purpose by the said
exporter and there was no lapse on their part.

a

That SCN daled 28.12.20 was issued and no adjudication has been conducted on

the same and thus, the main matter remains pending for adjudication. Thus, it is
an extreme step against them to suspend the Licence with immediate effect.
a

That the IEC and GSTIN issued by the Government authority was verified and
found to be correct and address was verified by the Bank and they had reasons to
believe that such verification was sufficient to ensure the exporter exists on given

address. Relying upon authentic Government documents cannot amount to
violation of Regulation of CBLR, 2018.
a

That inspite of COVID, they had exercised all due diligence and

verified

antecedents of the exporter.
a

That none of the violations of the Regulations of the CBLR, 2018 can be said to be
violated by them.

a

That omission on the part of the G Card holder is not with malafide intent and
suspending the Customs Broker License is a serious action which is not warranted
in the present case. Perhaps, at the most, they be suspended from working at Air

Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad for a brief period. However, such extreme step on

the part of the Customs department which results in loss of livelihood to them as
well as their employees is not warranted at all.

Personal Hearing:

21.

Personal Hearing in the matter was held

on

10.11.2021, Shri Mohak Shah,

Proprietor and Shri Saurabh Dixit, Legal Representative

of the Customs Broker

appeared for the Personal Hearing and reiterated what they had submitted in their

written submissions and requested that the case proceedings against them be
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dropped/vacated. They further submitted that suspending

the Customs

Broker

License is a serious action against them, which is not warranted in the present
case. Such extreme step on the part of the Gustoms department results in loss of
livelihood to them as well as their employees, which is not warranted in the
present case.

.1

Further, vide undertaking dated 15.11.2021 the Customs Broker has stated that
they would co-operate with customs Department in all further investigations.
21

Findings:

22. I have carefully gone through the scN F.NoVlll/48-15lPVHQl202O-21

dated

28.12.2020, Suspension order dated 03.11.2021, Written Submission dated 10.11.2021
and Oral Submissions made during the Personal Hearing, as well as all the material
facts available on record.

23.

ln this regard, on going through the written submission dated 10.11.2021 of the
Customs Broker, lfind that the Customs Broker has submitted that he had verified the
existence of the exporter on the basis of documents viz. GSTIN and IEC Certificate.
Further, the Customs Broker has submitted that GSTIN and IEC are issued by statutory
authorities and they had verified the address from these documents; that they had also
relied on the verification of address conducted by the Bank. They have pleaded that

reliance on these documents by the Customs Broker should be considered as having
fulfilled the obligations cast upon them under CBLR,201B. Accordingly, the Customs
Broker has not admitted to the violations of provisions of CBLR, 2018. However, the

scN F.NoVlll/48-15/Pl/HQ/2020-21 daled 28.12.2020 has contended that the customs
Broker has failed to exercise due diligence in verifying the identity of their client with
regard to the owner/proprietor of the exporter, as per records and, in verifying the
existence of the client at the registered address. They had also failed to advise the
exporter to comply with the provisions the Customs Act, 1962. Further, as was revealed
during the search on their registered premises, the exporter firm exists only on paper.

24.

ln view of the above, I find that further investigation and an inquiry is necessary
to establish the acts of commission and omission, if any, on the part of the Customs
Broker with respect to the contraventions committed under CBLR, 2018. Accordingly,
proceedings under Regulation 14 read with Regulation 17 of the CBLR, 2018 are to be

initiated to ascertain the charges and to establish the accountability and role of the
Customs Broker for the alleged violation.
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25. I find that the Customs Broker has also prayed against the suspension of
Customs Broker Licence as this will result in loss

of livelihood to them as welt

as

their employees. I find the Customs Broker's argument in this regard as cogent and
feel that a sympathetic view needs to be taken.

26.

Therefore, in view of the plea made by the Customs Broker and the need for a

detailed inquiry in the case,

lfind that continuing the suspension imposed upon them

vide Order dated 03.11.2021 for the aforementioned contraventions of the CBLR, 2018
restricts the Customs Broker's ability to engage in the business of the Customs Broker
and results in loss of livelihood to them as well as their employees.

27.

Therefore,

I

review the Suspension Order dated 03.11.2021 in terms of

Regulation 16(2) of CBLR, 2018 and pass the following order:
ORDER

l, Lalit Prasad, the Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad, in exercise of powers
conferred upon me, under Regulation 16(2) of CBLR, 2018 hereby order to revoke the
suspension of the Customs Broker License No. CHA/AMDlRl03l2018 (AVLPS220BO)
issued to M/s. Mohak Enterprise, Ahmedabad on 06.12.2018 under the provisions of

Regulation

7 of Custom Brokers Licensing Regulations,

2018 and valid

upto

11.04.2028, subject to the condition that the Customs Broker shall cooperate with the
Department in all proceedings against them in this regard.

28.

This order is being issued without prejudice to any other inquiry that may be

taken against the Customs Broker or any other Person(s)/Firm(s)/Company under the

provisions

of the Customs Act, 19962 and Rules, Regulations made

thereunder

(including the CBLR, 2018) or any other law for the time being in force.
\------\

\2

'--/,// 4rfi,
(Lalit Prasad)

Commissioner
To
M/s. Mohak Enterprise,
203, Anurag Commercial Centre, Opp. Bombay Shopping Centre,
Race Course Circle, Vadodara-390007

Copy to:
The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Zone, Ahmedabad.
The Deputy/Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ACC/ICDs/Custom Divisions of
Ahmedabad Customs Commissionerate for information.

o
.
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The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, EDI system, Custom House, Ahmedabad
with a request to block irevoke the CB Licence in system.
The System-ln-Charge, Customs, Ahmedabad for uploading on the official
website.
Guard File
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